Faster and easy cleaning
Up to 90% faster to clean, use a microfiber cloth without any chemicals or scrubbing.

Superior protection
Against the corrosive effects of soap scum, dirt, grime, lime scale, salt, chemicals, oils and hard water.

Stays clean longer
Longer time in between cleans.

Applied professionally
in factory setting
NanoFusion™ and EnduroShield™ are professionally applied in factory setting on a new glass to maximize its effectiveness as well as longevity.

Warranty
NanoFusion™ - Limited Lifetime
EnduroShield™ - Limited 10 years

SEAWIN GLASS SURFACE COATINGS

NanoFusion™ and EnduroShield™ are invisible treatments that repels water, soap scum, oils and grime, so you can clean up to 90% faster and less often.

Our surface coating works by creating a non-stick barrier that prevents build up. Both coatings are applied professionally in factory setting to maximize the longevity and effectiveness of our repellent.

NanoFusion™
Factory applied onto clean glass surface and then baked in industrial oven to achieve the most effective bonding.

EnduroShield™
Factory applied onto clean glass surface.